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Robert Etherton Is
Angus Group Director

hk. ,,ver Faster Transportation Cuts Down Our
Ability To Make Observations Along The Way

Members of the Kentucky Abera
deen-Angus Breeders' Association
held their annual meetine November 10 at the Seelback Hotel in
Louisville,- during
the
annual
Bourbon Beef Show.
B. C. Cotton of Dry Ridge was
re-elected president for the 1955
year. while Charles R
fiscal
Botroff. (i'oshen, remains vicepresident. and Bruce C Cotton,
Dry Ridge. sectetary'-treadirer.
New directors named to the
board
Robert Etherington,
are
Murray and Bill Kingtern,
son yule,
Edwin Kubale, Sr.. Danville;
Julius Clark. Lexington' and R.
Palrnore, Sr.. Horse Ceve, were
re-elected.

Investigation s
Continues On
Shooting

lay Dr. Hugh MeElrath
ei‘
A thousand miles and more edly her decision. Strange to
say
In these days of fast transpor- from your goal furnishes all toe she
sometimes
leaves
it
to
Approximately 100 high school tation and more travel on
the urge the ordinary husband needs the decision involves too much
students from Kentucky, Missone. part of many a trip of twenty
The Sheriffs offer today conto get on down the road. There are mental discipline.
and Ternessee have notified Jo- four c4dred miles invelving
tinued their investigation of the
only a number of long stright stretches
Another
means
less
effective
is
sieh Darnall. Dire,-tor of inusic i. 12
shooting incident in which Winis of limited interest of good road from Cornith en to to ask her to look
up the towna
fred James lost his life and Mrs.
Murray State College Tieining Howevel some observetioies con- Columbus, Miss and
on to Colum- in the routes in the AAA book
James was critically wounded.
S.bool, that they will participate cerning changing times and un- bus, Ga. via Tuscalusa,
Montren- and read aloud what it says cenAuthorities were non-committal
in the annual rduadidlen te Band chaeging per-tonalities may get a ery. At times no houses are in cerning
them. Areitheg way quite
over how the shooting took place,
Festival at the college Deceinteir receptive note from some. men sight and a comparative little effective toe. Feign to
be tired,
but apparently Mr. James woundin particular, who have been the traffic. 'but caution my boy. The which we rarely
6.
ever are when
ed his wife, then took his own
driver, that is to say held the wile does not warm up to the driving, or sleepy
oceers
which
The festival Is co-sponsored by wheel.
life.
on similiar trips
with Idea as readily as the motor re- if it is too long between meals
Murray Slate College and the their wives.
Four shuts had been fired from
sponds.
or too soon thereafter, and rek
Music Section of the First Disthe .22 caliber target pistol. Mrs
In the first place the triip
her to . take the wheel for a
Past experience dictates
this
James received wounds on the
trict Education Associ•Con. Dar- wasqa planned thus. We had extechnique. Start slowly. appear to while. edump down in the star
arm and in the head. She was
nall is lestival chairman
pected to go to Miami by rail
be indifferent concerning *wed, and appear to be asleep, t,u iii
taken to vanderbilt Hospital in
Irian Fulton, leaving there at
a position that you
allow aeveral cars to peso ycu such
can
Additional entries from high 330 pm. one afternoon and
Nashville where she is reported
erschools in Illinois are expected riving in Moine the next after- and refrain from passing .sonvo watch the road and incidentally
resting well.
the speed. By and by there, will
ones
slow
until
there
a
sugis
ap watt the total number of par- noon about the same time When
Sheriff Futrell and Deputy Cobe a good stretch of 'road ailh
ticipants well past the 100 mark. our better half decided that she gestion or at least a hint that
hen Stubblefield received a esal
we should get around a particul- no one in sight and believe you
at 3:50 Wednesday afternoon to
too would like to go we still arly
slow car, then and not until me she will step on the gas find
This year
the Vining hish thought
come to the residence of Mr.
of a rail trip but as then can you
speed up, with no drive at a rare of speed pea
scrsooliers will he diverted into
James on Murray route three
the days passed, the idea of going protest.
If you are to have free- she considers altogether ton %Nat
junior and senior bands and both In the
family cur, a 1951 Nash dom long other stategies
TOKYO IIP Red China, which When they arrived they found
you are at the
whe-I.
are in When
groups will ititiseie concerts in Statesman, began to have a
has ignored a U.S. protest against Mr James dead. He was lying
strone order.
Arouse at the right time and
the college auditorium-Yalllepeng
the jailing of 13 American airmen on his back halfway between
'remark at the speed. It tionid
44
iehearsals. The junifir con- appeal.rknw full well her preference
day
on "trumped-up" spy charges, to- the porch and the road. The 22
By far the merit effective of !teem that her limitatiofls! are
cert will be heard at 7 r m
day broaAcast purported "confes- pistol was lying by his side.
Ne rail travel and 1 knew if a these is to have two maps with upon your speed and not hens.
Mr. Futrell said a pool of blood
siorisa of the men who were sent
change in plena could be brought different
routing
marked
and
Lest you should get the wreina
Professor Richard Far'el)of the
by the side of the road indicated
about
very leave it to her to decide which impression, let me relate a tittle
it would require
-Courier-Journal Photo to prison for from four years to that someone else had been InMSC Fine Arts staff, will conduat
judicious, not to say,persuasive, route to take. 0! how she can story that illustrates a point: Mn.
life.
HEY, MAN!-Smiling triumphantly from a blind on
the senior bane Sod Professor proeeedure.
On Wednesday, the United States jured, so he came in to the MurConsequeopy we did- argue with those maps! She is John N. Williams. who e:iSt n
Blood
River
Darnall will conduct the junior n't affirm our desire
section
of
Kentucky
Lake
Hospital where he
ray
is
Ed
found
Griffin
government
to go corr. always one to want to eat her asked
demanded that R
you
"Are
ex-rebel
an
band
of Murray, who bagged two small ducks on opening
China's comml general in neutral Mrs. James.
Lana but occasionally rernsrked. cake and keep it, so the relative soldier!" replied. "I'm am aceoel
A pasgetby had brought Mrs
day.
Geneva acarept, in person, a pro'
Rehearsals begin at 9 a.m. and upon the beauty of the fall color loss and gain involved takes time soldier," made a trip to /exile
tat from U.S. Consul General James to the hospnal. The tragedy
enlarged upon how enjoyable to decide and in the meantime while my mother and I hhil an
and
will continue into the ,-fterno an.
Franklin E. Gowen against the came as a great shock to the
would be to make a trip at we get down the road Finally the apartment in his home. As stated p
A luncheon, at noon, hal been it
large James family and to the
imprisonment of the Americans.
this partticular time of the year, continuous --folding and unfolding before. traveling was not So pr, planned for the high scarxil musle
That derneed has gone email many friends of the couple.
The response, when there was of the maps together with the valent in • the horse and Mete:,
directors
who
will
accompany a response, wasn't encouraging incemant chin music gets unbearswered.
days and anyone who had maa i
their pupils. A tea Mince ane for it was reiterated time
The funeral of Mr. James will
And today Peeping Radio, in a
and able. You slow up and ask ooint- a trip could have ready hen:tiers
social hour. at 4 p.m.. is on tap again "I prefer to go by rata' or
broadcast monitored here, claimed be held this afternoon at 200 pen.
if he chose to talk about it.
Will
for all veiling high wheelers.
that the men concerned had 'con- at the Sinking Springs Baptiet
"Ent not interested in going in
By KENNET/0 BRODNEY
seemed that Mr
Williams wa
Church with Rev. Lloyd Wilson
Local high schools to be ,repre- the car." The next strategy was
'United Press Staff C
•portacnt fessed'. their crimes against Comnut in the wide open spaces witi
and Rev
Ralph McConnell ofsented. along with theia"music talking in an undertone as if to
MOSCOW IP -Ten
thousand munist China's security in a pith. ficiating.
a native Texan mad his hound
directors and students ettending, myself and multtplyIng words in
mourners in Red Square today lie trial in a Red court
dog. Several times a jack rabbit
Survivors include his wife Mee
are as follows:
'The first of the alleged confesproof of the wonderful opportunity
heard Foreign Minister V. M. Molwould jump up, the hound Cog
Elaine
James; his father
and
Murray Training School ,- Joalan to really see the csagatra and have
Went to notice tt . aL all.
The officers and directors for otov eulogize the late Andrei Y. sions read on the Peiping broad- mother. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Darnall. dlreetar. Jdnitier McKin- real freiticen.
Isbr ltiamb1
as a" defender
Williams reniar e;c1. 11,55 were chosen at the Monday Vishinaky
ly Mr
of cast was claimed to have been James
of Hazel route three; five
that of John Downey. an Am•rican
ney, F-ed Wilson and Charlene were down:
"Why docent that dog run these rdiht metting of the Calloway peace"
daughters, Brenda Sue. Linda Nell
Rebinsen.
As the time drew nearer to make
Everett Norsworthy. age 60. diet rabbits!" Theiejerenxisii remarked, County Conservntion
Premier Georgi Malenkov naad- civilian who received the most
Club These
severe
sentence, life
anprision- and Inez of Murray route three
Murray High Sehool - Irvin Gil- our reserv ations. we began to it his some on Murray Route 3 "He is too smart, he knows he
chosen to serve as officers were: ed the het of pallbearers who car- ment
and Barbara Sue and Doris Ann
in a Chinese jail.
ried his ashes to their final restson, director. Ronett Talent, Johe weaken a bit but there was- a at II:30 pm. Wednesday. His can't catch them." We, "the lerds Paul Bailey,
president: 3 I GroIt quoted Downey as saying he of New Concord; one son. Glenn
ing place within the red brick
Deis 1, Don Gl/bert, Jan Moyer, trump card yet to be played deatn was due to complications of creation," heve not yet I2.arnei gan.
vice-president; Herman Moss.
was "trained by the Central Intel- James of Murray route three:
Kremlin wall.
Gordon Eine. Max Morgan. Donna and believe it or not It worked. following an illness of two yea-i. that we can't out-wit the 'weaken- secretary;
two 'sisters. Mrs. Roy Miller 14
and Paid Benerworth.
A big gun roared three-round ligence Agency" for his espionage
Wilcox. June Foy. Betty Crawford, When I enlarged on the feasibility Mr.' Noteworthy lived in this comi- vessel." Su the game still is iti- treasurer.
Allen, Michigan. and Mrs. A C.
Betterworth Wlf elected salvos end the great golden
clerk operations in China.
tereiting We may not be as !neat
Frances Cahoon. Fred Walls, Car- of returning by way of Washing- ty all his hfe.
by acctimation.
Downey was one of two cisilian Long of Hazel Park, attention;
on the Kremlin's Spassky tower
I,t3VC
olyn Orr. A. B. Cress, Jine Vail. ton. Georgia for a little visit
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. as the hound dog but e
passengers aboard a commercial sax brothers. 011ie of Dein*.
and
our elder daughter
ghn. Joe Tarry. Ann B..: nett and with
The men chosen to serve zgi Pruett 3•30 as Malenkov a Nikita
Leota Norsworthy. one son. liolt mote ftin.
plane of the Civil Air Transteart William of Murray, J. P of Merl
family there was a noticeable
Directors during the nee, year are Ithrushchey and all other memNoteworthy of Murray. Route I.
Marion Hargis.
Airlines which disappeared •wo Park. Helloed of Detroit. Rubin
weakening. Yes, the desire to see
At Blum. Ernest Cleve, ger, Jr bers of the central committee cf
one sister. Mrs. Will Dulaney 9I
of liallaraynmute* oak and Jtalph
the three grandchildren in that
the Soviet Communist Party tore years ago.
I.
E
Merrily Route 2.
Outline. Eddie Roberts and
Communist
The
judge
was of Hazel Park.
home was really persuasive. Howthe
urn containing
Vishinsky's
Frank Wells.
.air fareswortty was a member
quoted at asking Downey:
ever we didn't have it made yet
ashes from the Hall of Columrs.
'
"Did you train other people
The laborous procees of changing of the West Fork BapV". Chureh
United States Chare D'Affaires
The
business
of
a
m•mbership
when
you
were
in
vwoman't mind even when she and a Veteran of Warld War I.
Japan
a
Walter
N. Walmsley Jr. joined repdrive was discussed and dates eat
Downey was quoted as saying
wants to. sometimes takes time. HIS' funeral will be hen* at the
for it. These will be aanounced resentatives of the entire Nowise*
CHICAGO 11P
Th. world',
A Happy Valley DiStr•rt Comlots of time. It is enough to re- West Fork Baptist Church Friday
dip
atic
corps in attendin,z the "Yes...I trained these people."
later
greatest agriculture show - the
in
the
week.
was
also
It
In.
The "people" referred to were
1unera of the man, who, until
late that quite late in the after- afternobn at 2-00 with fits' Jusas mittee Meeting will be held on
nounced that there would_ bis
53th International Livestock Expanoon three days before the time James and Rev. Royce Cruce offic Monday November 29 at 7:30 prn.
tatty this week, was the Soviet Chinese Nationals claimed by the
ELIZABETHTOWN
- Were
special program eonduelod by J
salon - opens tonight le the Ire
Union's chief delegate to ,the Peiping government to nave been ren Bolender, e furniture store
in the office of Henry Holt in.
at first deceded upon, we leaded feting
B.
McClein,
ternattonel Amlphrtheatre here.
Junior Club super- United Nations.
trained in espionage and sabotage inanager we held wittiout
Active pallbearers will be Fes- 324 Main Street
into the car and were off.
bond
visor consisting of a de.ronstratioa
Mere then 1(10.000 peesions are
Molotov, who crowded Vishinsky and air dropped on the China on a wilful mureer charge today,
We confess' that there were tus Story, Raymond
Workman,
Several items will be up for
of the "Hunter Safety Ccurse"
expected 'to inspect the Crest mea: several times that for a brief Red Doherty. Herman Fulton, Joe
out as foreign ministei after the mainland from American planes. charged with the pistol slaying of
discussion especially the .following:
the next meeting. December 13.
animals, horsey-, grain, bay sad moment we wished we hadn't won Cochran, Orfield Byrd.
"Why did you come in perem a
death of the late Premier Jo:sof
dirrent finance
drive
distn^1
Ft.. Knox Army Private.
Winners of the don- ,aniz•s Stalin, delivered the main eulogy. to northeast China." the judge was
seed crops, meals and eriol from out. Fellows I think you gat the
Honorary palibearere will be camporee.. boy slilet survey, ap•
Sherift afarvey'Tabte tatd
-which were Sex fishing baits.laveae
throughout the United Steles,
quoted as asking.
drift When a major victory is Paul; Jesse and Grover Cunning-- -pointment of tti.metatinr
Molotov
said
Vishineky
"always
ccarimdder admitted firing four shots at
"To pick up the agent Pu Chieg
won it is wise to oe becomingly ham, West Fulton, K Trevathan, tee to select •ggstrict °freer can- E. Cl. Willow/My. Albert -Ragsdale. defended peace.Pet Cecil Mathis early WednetHutchenson. Bob Hugas,
"All his efforts were consecrated Wu and bring him back to Japan,.'
humble, and so we were. 'Thera Landon Carr. George Cathey and didates for 1955. and c dinner Ce it
tale night fin
country ioad three
Juan Gregan arid Rex Hollana. to the struggle for peace. and his Wag nOwnev., alleged ri•iily.
was no complaint of our driving John Davidson
nieeting for December.
miles from here after a bookThese baits were fternishea by tha name will serve -as a reminder of
that day. We made Cornith. Miss.
Burial will be in the West Fork
Members lee urged tr- Mien°
keeper at Bolender's stare refused
Fred Arbogast Company.
how necessary it is to struggle
shortly before 9100 pm From there Cemetery The J. H Churchill Leonard
Vaughn is distoct cha !to go cite with Mathis.
against those who incite war and
on we were in the Deep South Funeral Home
is in charge of the man of the group 'in(!Day^
Mathis. husband of Mrs. June'
MAYFIELD
- Qui rterbeck Satisfactory lodgings were located
set peoples against one another,Thornton is field executae.
Mathis. of Rome, Oa, had been
Dan Barlow sparked a versa- with e good eating place across arrangements,
Molotov said.
stationed at Ft. Knox abaut a year
tile Mayfield High atta7k Yester- the highway and we were pn our
The entire center of Moscow was
and had dated the Bookkeeper,
day as the Cardinals crushed Pa- way shortly' after 7 On a M hreakclosed to motor aud pedestrain
The young people of the Paris
Mias House. 21. previously Bolenducah Tilghman, 111-6. before 7.000 fast•
traffic as the funeral thebrglartith- District
will meet in Paris on der is
the father of five eaughtert.
fans to win the Western Wentucky
Patients admitted teen Friday tired in Red Square tinder leaden, Sunday
at 2'30 to begin the ChrisHe is 3 part owner of the furn.wintry skies
Conference title
4:00 p,m to Mond iy 410 pm
tian Witness Mission for the area.
ture store.
That gave Mayfield ti
chamEvery church in the district is
Mrs Albert' Buchanan, Pt 3,
Bolender told the sheriff he
pionstup by two points ever 0..-expected to have a large attenHaaeli
Mrs
A.
D
Jameson, No,
ensh"ro despite Owensboro's %We
dance of youth This is part of a agreed to dove Miss House honie
13th, St, Murray: Master Steven
over Mayfield early in the season. LEWISBURG. Pa. RP - A 17conference-wide program for yating from work after Mathis argued
Lane Carr, Rt. 3. Murray, alaa.
Stewing finished third erder the year-old juvenile deloupient was
people in the Memphis Conference. with ner about obtaining a date.
Ja F. Darnell. Rt. 2. Farmington;
Dickinson system.
The Mission will begin in the Miss House bad a date with ancharged today along with two
pr. „Nix Crawford. 003 . Elm.
OWOSSO. Mich. tIP - Malawi
The Cardinals scored twice an other convicts with the reurder
church on December 3 atra ether men.
Murray: Mrs. Jesse Latimer.- Pur• of condolence
poured 'ir.Cti the continue , through December
He sied he realized Mathis' car
the second period and once in the of William Walter Remiegton. 37.
5.
year, Teen.; Mr. Robert llooali
boyhood home of New Yerhi Gov, Each church will have guests from had followed Ms ear * the Wokthird quartei as Barlow cernpleted former government economist ims
Heine. " Delo-wen;
Mr.
Donald Tticaras E. Dewey today
et he the Mena:this District to help guide keeper's home and when tie tided
five passes in seven tees. Eitel swooned for perjury in 3 ComMti•
Netheringtan. Swan Dorm., Murto burn the tar around, Mathis'
John Reding also was a Mayfieal nist spy case.
ray: Mr. Madison John- Whitlow, ended a day of virtual seClution to the Mission
The purpose of this Christian car blocked tnt way_
/_;
standout.
Kirksey; Mrs Joseph Gore and prepare foe the funerel of his
Norman H. McCabe, special FBI
Witness Miss-lob is to strengthea
'77.
Ekilander said Itatllis agOroaeh•
baby boy, Hardin; Mrs. Cannes mother, Mrs. Anne Dew
agent In chalice at Philadelphia.
the
Youth
Dewey
spent
VanksdIng Day
Department in the ad his car andtbegpn tim braak the
Campbell, Rt. 3. Murray; Mts,
announced that FBI agents filed
Wells Overby, 407 No. 7th. St.. in solitude in his mothet a home local church. Every youth in the riIed up window on ta, drsser's
the
murder
complain: against
local
church
while
is urged to be in sale with a pip • and lar., • • knuckstate
police coninsissioner
Murray: Mr. Robert Coleman LasLewis Cagle Jr.. of Chitanoog
at the First
Methodist les Bolender said he f.red four
siter, 923 Medaris, Clinton, Tenn.; Joseph A Childs, and test of his Paris
Tenn,
Mr Clareqcc Spann. Gen. Del.. lieutenants thwarted' all callers. Church on Sunday. November 26. shqts from the pistol. Tee soldier
George Junior McCoy. 34. or
at
2-30.
•
died from wounds in his cam and
Murray; Mrs. Steel Guthrie and Childs and the lieutenants had
Grundy, Va.. and Robert Carl
•a
The Rev Paul
Lyles states heart'
baby boy. Rt. 2, Benton; Charles bee* assigned to Dewey for .the
Parker. 21. of Washington, D. C..
that
all
the
local
churches
this
in
duration of his Michigan vistt hy!
Parker. Haithre
previously had been charged with
area are expected to be representGov. G. Mennen Wiliam*
the brick-in-a-sock slayfna of Remed in Paris and futher partici:tate
The New York governor arrived
ington in his dormatory at the
in this prgram.
Patieras admitted r-iim Monday here early Thursday after a flight
prison here.
Detroit
Miami
from
to
Br,
ch,
Fla
,
4:00
p.m,
to No- .1 eledrssdae.
The complaint against Cagle In•
wher'e he had just begun. a vacaBy UNITED PRI aor
elan
dicated for the first time that robFIVE DAY FORECAST
Mr.
?lave
Manley Predergrass, tion when notified that his mother
South west Kentucky
Consia- bery was the motive for the
The Kentucky Cripekei ChitBy UNITED PRESS
Rt I, Fanrington: Mrs. John A. had died in her Sleep caret Wederable cloudiness end• j 3
slaying.
Kentucky -Temperatures will drens Missed) will hold a dm s
Keeener. 412 Tu. 3th St.. Murray; nesday. Dewey rdede The asap to
warmer ehia atternooli and tonight!
McCabe said Cagle admtted that
average near noi-mal in the west for crippled children en syectnarMra.
Ralph
Ragsoale
and
baby
gir'.
hOrrd.wn
his
by
High today
auto
private
tied
' 4**.' inititOR '34 he. McCoy and Parker planned to
day. December 1 1954 This clinic
3014 No. lath St.. Muaray; M•. seeiluded himself after being greet- portion and three to five degeees
Tomo]row cloudy with asccasionel
ransack Remingtdaii
r:sate cell
below normal in the eastern por- will be held at the First Christian
Rollie Myers,'Renten; Mi s. Charles ed by a heat of sympathizers.
rain and a little warmer. Highest
in the donnatory of the Northeast
tion Saturday through Wednesday. Church in Paducah -Tease wishing
Windsor and baby boy, Ilt I, Lynn
INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS ream to be under discussion In a
Dewey's wi:e
in :the low 50a
rived here by
to go to this clinic and need transera Federal Penitentiary here on
Grove; Mrs. Rice Futrell. Rt 2.5 train te join her huebana for the The seasonal normal for ,Kentucky
friendly spirit In this White House scene, with diplomats grouped*
prrtation, are asked to contact Dr.
the morning ed Nov 22, 1954. The
around President Eisenhower and France's Premier Pierre MendesMurray; Mrs. Elbert Todd and funeral setvices which were ached' is 42. Colder Sunday and Monfatal beating of the former Comday, little Warrnet Tuesday and J. A. Outland at the I cal Health
France. Standing, from left: Asaistant Secretary of State Livingbaby girl, Se 1. Murray; Mrs. M uled for 3 p.m However, she *had
Wednesdey, •PrectioiletiOn
merce Depeurtenent economist torte
mostly Center, pliant aan_ alum_ _.34aaa__
ston Merchant; French Ambassador Henri Bonnet, U. S. AmbasC. Compton. 709 Joy, Para, Tenn
Thanksgiving dinner -eiriett - Owner's- as rain
High 'Yesterday
57
Sunday. chance of sin reservatian far transpaa Litton on
place while they were in his room,
Douglas
to
sador
C.
Francs
Seated
Dillon.
right
Secretary
at
is
Mr.
011ie
Adair. 410, Sycamore, friends while her ausband re- Wednesday,
Low Last Night
23
'total precipitet in .1 or berme 5 p.c., Nevember
McCabe said.
,
(International)
of State John Foster Dulles.
Murray.
mained at his mother's home.
to .3 inchea
e
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We reserve the righ• to reject any Advertising. Getters to trio Editor
sr lounuc v oice tems which in our opinion aro hot for the Isest
warest of our readers.
FRI D A

nth t.:' lie11...

These people made the hontir
roll. Congratulations. To :rake the
honor roll a student must :mike
all A's or B's on his report caret
and must not h.Ne rnissect a single
day of school, the freshmen lead
with tourteen and' tn..' seventh
graders are close bea.nd with
thirteen.

Woods

LS) —

11111 KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WIT5LF-s CO.. LIIII I
sionro, MedLphls Ter., 15 Pa.'k Ave New York. 307 N hILchigan 1
lye, Ch.sagu. 80 Bolyston 3.. Boston.

Hal Houston
Jerry HolJetis

Honor Roll
Is Released

Waters
and

in.
'DOER t TIMES PUBLISHING crruP A.\
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A ten per cent exciae tax on frilling rods and reels end artificial
tures provides $4 million anually in federal aid to the :tides for
projects designed to intpuove fishing Why not extend Ma tax to live baits as well - such common and popular hsh-getter.: as minnows. shrimp. worms and crickets - and thereby expand., the' consei vation progianitt
Ledger and -I noes File
This proposal. advanced b) Charles Schilling. Florida outdoor
November 26, 1949
wr.ter and conservationist, is being studied by the NatL,ral Wildlife Federation and Other organizations It :s .stimethine for the
The Jrurray
winingt.uit.:. were defeated last night League t consider also, perhaps in the June Coil% ration. Ssinillina.
by a Ca\ e-111-Kock, 111., Italat t
lite final score was who doubles in journalisUc brass as flatting edam of Floi ida Wildlife ma, zinc' and "outdoor -editor. Of it.,, &nail i Fla.. News, air
66-25.
mai& serves as Conservatioli dkector of the Fl.icida Wildlife Federation.
John B. Wall, 71. tonminent lawyer. of Harlan, died Last year he was 'warded' the Florida stag,' c namber or Commer.'v
Id medal fur his wools in the conservation [teal.
yer•lertiay in 0 hospital there. He was the on ot the
Writing in the Stuart News. Schilling jaunted out that the proirgnla Wail of the east ductton and Sale of LVe has become big 'bust nes
Ateceased 'John Braxton and
, - ,,
Side of talloway County.
fledged partner in the iishing tackle industry "
Next mon z h Dee. 10, it ma rher
be unveiled at . "The artifIcia: luie helps support the it..tui al reisouice it. exploits.
ch
Schilling. The live bait does not
Eusseiltille to commemorate the tact that it was there salo
"We should give the live bait Industry, and the anglers who us'
tthat the Sovereighty Convention met Nov. 18-20 ,and .ta products. an equal oPpoi tun ity to sustain the fishei les ...atected a gut enior at. the unveiling cerernopes at both sources."
-c
The Federal a:d program for port fisher.es
Bowling Green and Russellville on Dec. 10 there will be
tie U.nt
A r,
Comeress in 130 when it passed
'ilii.titiguished speakers.
..a.. Joial Ii.....
./.
Johnson Act." named for its CCIt'SpOn,
o. t, J..• GO iii.'
The college football season rea,t.es a grand 'Cliniax of Mich.gan and S•iitator Edwin C
tee issuel
i.r.a .iig
'the, putiitic waits\for ale apportioned on Oar bast*, of the nuitai(i o projects. adrrumstered,
today when Army -meets Nu .v
and the area of each stake Dinged-Jo
news of bowl bids.
e included constructrin
ny the State game and lish1 departments '
of Lakes and ponds. stream impeo‘ament. research and oth..0
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Five %ears Ago Today

Twelfth Grade
Shirley Chiles
Linda Tucker
:della Austin
Minter Hancock

Mamie Elkins
Henerota Metzer
Jan %Selzer .
Ha: I i.ttt.
• UuLand
Ma

Li e 1
Tommy Welts
Betty Ellis
Hosemary Juries
Shirley Out..red
Judy Sit...tn.:seer

fir

Sdi'd

Gonna Grogan
Gan Houston
Carol Gutter*,
Itiabeets ()Humid
Sharon Outland
Sandra Pa,rks
VOnnie Henson
Larry Knight
Hilly Kopp,* id

•
J
Ken . 1sc1ley
Genad h.tag
Roy Smith
Sadie Wells

Front Hurray High Fir,rer

WOW Great
Sax:..rt riarnicis
Betty Hart
Cyntma Jetton
Sara Jails' Jones
E4Icen KhoWedder
Meliss.-: Sexton

TenUs Grade
Jerry tie Inman
lion Buxton
Beale Cannon.
Mitt Miller
Peggy QuItand
Ninth Grade
Betty Cantrill
Ann Douglass
‘
Gayle Doug ta,

WE'VE SCOOPED
THE MARKET

Sevth Grade
Hogioa blackwood
Nlary Erwin .

DOWN FOR 3-COUNT IN NINTH

AMAZING TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE ON YOUR
OLD CHAIN SAW

All You Need
for Child's Cough
colds, measles or flu leave

1

When
your child with a croupy cough get
Cireomulsion quick because chronic
bronchitis may develop. Creomulsion
soothes raw throat and chest 'nemManes.loosens and helps expel germs'
,phlegion. mildly relates ststemie tensIon and aid: natuic tight the cause
of ill Italian. Get milder, tastier
treomulsion for Children in the pink
1.11,1 blot package at Nom drug counter.

CREOMUCSION
FOR CHILDREN
relteves Coughs, Chest Colds Acute gressibtlia

TOWARDS THE
PURCHASE OF A

DISSTON
DA -211
We'll give
you the biggest
trade-in allowance
ever for your old
chain saw. But act now!
Offer is for a limited
time only.

TAYLOR MOTOR
COMPANY
S. 4th St.

Phone 1000

Murray Ready Mix Co.
"Your Every Concrete Need"
Murray, Ito.
Phone Mb

ACt.v1t.es
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PADDY D•MARCO is down tor a count of thiee here In the :with
round of his title tight with challenger Jimmy Carter In San
Francisco's Cow Palace. Carter won back his world Ilgtttweight
crown on a TKO at start of the 15th. (Inferneresosod Soundphoto)
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Twenty Iears Ago This Week
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Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at

Clock
'
2:00 O

November 23, 195i
TOTAL FILM) 884
Short Fod Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
By Beeves
Fat Cows. Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls
Fancy Veal
No. 1 Veals
No.' 2 Veals
Throwouta

$18.00-20.00
15.00-17.50
15.00-20.50
9.00-11.00
3.00- 8.00
8.25-14.00
23.00
22.00
20.20
6.00-11.00
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Fri-,h, modern style sets the peer for the longer,
loam- (hardy 5 feetl 1055 Be Soto. Style in the
gleaming bigness of its new grille-along the
clean, taut holly lines-in the massive- New
Horizon full wrap-around windtypEcte,or CO LO r/. COm rawd,.ric !
rr_gsop
fresh. vibraot style
shield.
"rHit1/41
extend., inside. ton. latxury in
the feel of new fahrics-7-hearty
S-r-lisoid
REALLY
vinyls and soft leathers-all
ITS
cto!
blending with the gay inOR Tofrioa
terior color schemes.
...De Saw's, -Dual-Cockpit"
iststrutnent panel is modern. beautiful. The -flute
Control- gear aeleetor lever
mounterl on the dash. And tri
power this .55 De Soto are two new
V.1t eogirws:. 200 horsepower ill the
ties Fi bike series and 185 horsepower
niGiNIES:
E
er. itie Firetiome series-now 'ailing at
PoweotPuL
mtl NEW i8gM.p PIRC DONIE v
• A
a 'Ho.., low price. Today, drive the ear
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0° FUR
'that% sTITEr)
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With all its power
the accent
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON
By

IN TIME OF TROUBLE
Every person needs a refuge or
hiding place from the pangs of
an accusing conscience, from the
power of Satan, from the storms
of life and from the wrath of
('od. It is unfortunate that so
many resort to a refuge that is
entirely inadeqnate The only safe
and adequate refuge for the soul
is the Lord Jesus Christ.
Psalm 142:1-7

intervened, he cried, "Refuge failed me; no man cared for my souls'
There are many unsaved People
around us today who can say,
"Nobody
cares for my
soul."
Through the years they have associated with professed Christians
who knew that they did not have
any hope of heaven, and se ho
talked to them about everything
else except that which they most
wanted to hear them speak, the
salvation of their souls. They are
lies
Trouble is a subject which
convinced that nobody cares for
very close to life It is an inescap-, their souls
because they just let
able experience of every person. them alone. Surely, one of the
No stage of life is exempt from it. great needs of this hour is a
Christ never promised His follow- genuine concern for the attention
ers freedom from trouble. Hem - of others, So much pathos is
ever, the Christian answer to contained in the expression, "No
trouble is not an explanation, but man cared for my soul."
a reinforcing presence to stned
What a pity that God's children
beside you through your adver• do not work more faithfully at
sity. While we frequently take the glorious task of winning the
trotible as a curse and regent it. lose to Christ' The winning of lost
we should follow the socreople souls to salvation in Christ end
of our Saviour Who took it as a to service for Him is the most
trust and used it
important task which has been
After the staying of Goliath. committed to us. An explanatien
when the people sang, "Saul hath of our neglect of this, our supreme
slain his thousands, and David business, is found in this story.
his In thousands." Said became The German philosopher and poet,
Insanely jealous. Henceforth, it Heine, one day stood in the Louwas his desire to slay Davie. vre before the statue of Venus
Fleeing from Saul. David took of Mao. He was in a mood of
refuge within a cave. While there, disillusionment and despair, and
Saul and his pursuing army en- he spoke to the statue of Venus
Compassed him. Naturally, every saying. "Ah, yes! I suppose you
minute seemed to David that it would help me if you could, but
might be the last. He concluded you can't Your lips are still and
that everybody had failed him your hearts are cold" That is an
Then, in the midst of his vilacim accurate description of many who
and despair. David looked away should be effective soul-winners.
from himself and found a r'-foie In this matter of our witnessing
in the Lord.
for Christ to the lost, if our lips
Pursued .and surrounded by his are still, it is simply because our
enemies, the, distressed and des- hearts are cold
pairing David availed himself of
the blessed privilege of prayer. Naha 41:1-3. 10-11.
Since the days of King David
Taught by grace and by necessity, he cried to God for help. this forty-sixth Psalm has been
In his deepondency, and seeing a song of comfort for God's people
no way of escape unless God as they found themselves in tryplaces or passed ,hrough
ing
a trouble For nearly twenty cenreceived
turies Christians have
strength and encouraaement from
it.. triumphant declarations and
the
promises It yeas
glorious
,
P.,
01AM .. ri a
source from which Martin Luther
drew his solace and courage. In
desmondency.
troubles and
his
Luther was accustomed to say to
his friend Melanchthon. "Come,
Philip, let us sing the forty-sixth
Psalm" It had such a salutary
effect ape. Luther that it ineptred
, him to write the famous hymn.
"A Mighty Fortress Is Our God."
This Psalm was also the gong of
the Christian martyrs of avarope
and of the persecuted Quakert in
this country
CENTURY $100.00
"God is our refuge." He Is a
Viredeing Ring a62.50
refuge from all the attacks of
Satan, the wicked desires of our
hearts and the allurements of the
sinful world. in the loving rare
of God is the place of sat 'iv
and security for the soul that is
In doubt, danger or distrese He
will protect His own from disease,
JEWELRY STORE
danger and death
113 s 4th St Phone 1934
"God is our strength" In Him
is all power • in heaven and on

Furches

I'd

earth. He offers His strength to
His people. He is able to meet all
of their needs He is equal to every
emergency that may arise. Ile
will enable us to overcome the
temptations of Satan and to do
the things whirh He has commanded us. Because of His unlimited
power, He asks us to put our
trust in Him, instead of depending on material things, human
philosophies or men. Those who
trust in Him need not be fearful
as to the unknee—: future.
It is encouraging to recall Ora
the ever-present God is the allsufficient and neverfailing refuge
of His children. He never forsakes nor fails His own, A motherless little girl was asked, "What
do you do without a mother to
whom to tell your troubles?" She
replied, "Before my mother died,
she told me to go to the Lord
Jesus. She said that He had always been her friend, and that
if I would go to Him He would
always be my friend." "But," said
the questioner, "He is a great
way off, and has so much to do:
He cannot attend to you" "I
don't know how much Tee has to
do." said the child, "but lie has
said He would take care of see,
arid I believe He will." Whet a
pity that all of us do not have
as much faith as that orphan
child!
With our trust reposed in God
there is absolutely nothing to
fear. Though the earth chenges
and the mountains are mad" to
tremble and the tidal waves roar,
even in these cataclysmic epfettrrencea God will meat 'our every
need perfectly. He will never fail
those who put their trust in
Him and wait upon Him.

Told Sam:'You'
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Wilkinson said the FBI and prison officials were continuaig the
investigabon of the fatal pealfeg
LEWISBURG,
PA. IA
—Wit-, and elided "all information wilt be
ham Walter Remington, termer presented to the U.S. attorney."
Commerce
Department
employea
Remington was found Monday in
sentenced to federal prison for per- a stiar.eci condition on a second
jury in a Soviet spy case, died to- floor stairway landing belova his
day from injuries suffered when third,. floor dormitory quarieas.
he was beaten in a prison dor- Authorities believe
was beaten
mitory Monday.
with a piece of brick wrapped
Acting Warden Fred 7Vilkinsen it'. a prison issue sock.
said that Rerninglon died at
o farmer el040a0 a a•
es,
a.m. EST.
rc- Di pal trntut tivip,[11, .

William Remington
Beaten To Death

tr

State Lost 2,313
Teachers Last Year

Murray Drive - In Theatre

1,
FRANKFORT
—State
pcpartinent of EdileatiOn affiCialS
teday that Kentucky lost
2,313 teachers during 'the past
sear.

SUNDAY and MONDAY
FIRST TIME IN MURRAY

The largest number lost
included 657 teachers Who were dis,e edified becalms they had not
at n teaching within the past ;ix
, sears. Another 330 quit to bereme
heesevv ives while 2.57 left •liene,
..!ky to leach in 01 her states.

's serving a three 5
,
-11:
tt,;•
Wilkinson revealed that Remin.!.
• his u's
ton underwent an operation by 'evil 1/1 r jury in conneetien 'S
FROM THE BEST SELLER
,
1
lying when he denied
,rplirst4W...11Y NICHOLAS MONSARRAT
outside surgical consultant" Files- I
to
a
S”
day afternoon, 30 hours after he I eret classified informa,ien
JACK MAWKINS• DONALD SINDEN • DENHOLM ELLIOTT • VIRGINIA McKENNA
was found in his prison dormitory Viet spy courier and- when he denied
knowledge of the existetic,i‘ of, The others left to enter a large
beaten ori the head and face.
tow 11111111111101111
/1110411 wall ia stam•iumearlauracts
number
of
other
professions,
rangThe operation lasted two hours a Young Communist League et
ing
from
the
ministry
to
politics.
and was to remove bone frag- Dartmouth College while lie attended school there.
ments. it was reported.
Surgeons said the "only thing in
The charges on which he so
his favor was his age" 'after the convicted resulted from an saraer
operation was completed: Reming- trial in which he was accused (f
ton, who had lost considerable lying in denying he had bean a
blood, underwent a series of trans- member of the Communist Party.
ward it off. Do the vicissitudes of fife scent
fusions, it was reported from the The first conviction was re:eased ENE LUCK OF the Irish is with you today,
to close in around yOu? Upon application, I
tny friends. For this day only can yott read
Northeastern Federal Penitentiary by a court of appeals.
will send you a packet of rabbit tobacco,
11 this fine newspaper my verbal meanderings
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high note

front Allan M. Trout

roncerning barnyard science. Ordinarily, the
astounding manifestations of hindsight which
I daily pour into GREETINGS are published
only in that remarkable news- '
paper, . The Courier-Journal, of
Louisville, Kentucky.

whose pungent Ina everlasting aroma will
restore oti. No other newspaper, to my knowledge, is staffed and, equipped to render such
free and postpaid service.
IT IS TRUE that some reporters
develop into columnists front
force of circumstances or lack of
character. But do not let that
seare on away front my t•olumn.
It is not a one-horse project.
Whije I stand in the sagging middle and fight knot-headed critics,
one end is propped up by my
fearless poets and the other end
by my intrepid ins estigators.

THESE MANIFESTATIONS are
taken directly front strange markings on my incomparable collection of terrapin backs. To my
knowledge I ant the only columnist in the English-speaking world
who can deciyitier this
e monuental
m
messages hidd n in these crawling
cryptogram
is. 'hat is why I have
never clainied that GREETINGS
is anything but bad sonic days
and worse on others.
/

MAN AND BOY. I have been in
the newspaper • business for 36
years. Experience has taug14 me.
if anything, that a well-balanced
YOU CAN FIND areetings in the
paper needs one feature st!dela
upper left hand corner of The
readers can skip and not lie hurt.
Courier-Journal comic page. It
That is a fundamental reasonwhy
runs tinder what we in the news.
7Ner business call a "stock head."
TROUT
The Courier-Journal runs guy
flits shAvs we were not behind
column. You can miss it, one 14ay,
:he doors when the sense wa.; passed otAitl.lit
tttt tig, and not be any
or several (lays
nN
oo other place can you find learned discussions
worse off. I am by it, therefore, a lot like the
)1' such stock problems as uhy a red cow eats
bass *drummer was by his music. "You don't
rreen grass, then gives white _milk and yellow
make very good music," a critic said to the
butter.
drummer. "No," the drummer replied, "but
I drown out a lot of bad."
MY
practice of barnyard
— you
friends, and remeber
m
therapeutics is the ens y of other i1et4.papeN.
T,
ii
lle.AN
is K
rigYOU,
i
Are you threatened with eireail rheumatism?
can read my column and still wonder which
Write MC, and I will send von a buckeye to

succrssrut,

•

•

Today Yoluit'll See It!

•
•

Detectives
Patrick Gareau (left) and Hobert Schottke, who were called
In during early part of the Mr,
Marilyn Sheppard murder investigation, are shown awaiting
call to the witness stand in
Cleveland Common Pleas court.
Dr. Samuel Sheppard, her husband, is on trial for his life in
her murder. It was Schottke
who made the first "accusation"
against Dr. Sam, when he said
on the scene, "Doctor, the evidence points very strongly to(international)
ward you."
a.IVELAND

ANNOUNCING A WI OLK NEW IDEA IN AUTOMOBILES FROM

POLICE

'Peace Pigeon'

DYNANIIC ANIERK'AN MOTORS

NOW—Double Strength SINGLE UNIT Body. You

and sour loved onsa i ak in a lifC-sasing, "Safety
Zone- with Double Strength Single Unit Body,.
Passengers arc surroanded tm, a safety belt est' steel
(as IIIiistr3tcal fifa)5g) F)ootdc Strength .SinLlic tint
is years longer ...
Rosa helps your Ranihiki t,is
means greater value as a Used car.

From this day on you can forget your traffic
trouhltA.'Forget your sttuggle with the steering wheel.
Forget the soaring costs of motoring.
For American Motors has come forth. with a whole
new motoring idea—a car to meet your new need!
today. Styled with the finest — yet with America's
lowest prices for sedans, station wagons, hardtop
commit-4es.

•
immodest Cor For Travel, Tool Ihc

Airliner Reclining Ss it eel' four comfortable scat positions
enables
to (4110V a :hiss: leunee (illustrated),
seat or,in 4-door models,
a tr.:, •I cor:
Ii,.

Read the facts here, then see the new 1955 Rambler,
at all Hudson dealers and Nash dealers.
Now All-Season Air Conditioning' for Hundreds Less! fleets in
winter .

-- ------------------------------------------

f

relrigerates in summer

... ventilates

yeararound. World's
finest, yet lossest-pnced.
sewew, applied fie.

•

ii-.,..

Ordinary
Suspension

Ramble,
Stespensien

Lively New Performance.
Here's ther us, a aka in performance

with tlic shortest
turning radius on the road --JMA/Ing pick-up in a car that
outdistances them all on a tank of gas. It's the lowestpriced car to offer Hydra-Matic Drive. Ball and needle
bearings eliminate need for power steering.

The Ride Comfort! Rambler Deep (oil Springs Lit left) are
longer, softer—and braced outward like
"Sea 'Legs" to cushion car sway on
curses anti Erse a smoother. quieter ride.
Compare the difference with ordinary
Spring Suspension tat right)
Three Times

Newest, Smartest Id*. in Station Wagons

—the new I our'Door Rambler

Knocked right off the road!

a.tuni care laced osi Company his to, W D02 IC AL 23315)
Friday afternoon, and I was driving to Chicago on business. Suddenly a car shot outfrosts•gas station and slammed into mine! What a wallop .. . it left my car a wreck!
My head got a terrific whack and I spent the night under•
doctor's care.
Saturday - bandaged and shaky — I looked up the local
liar tford agent. He was very busy but dropped everything
to help me. He even drove me out to the wreck to book for
my glasses. We found them smashed.
But even on Saturday the Hartford man persuaded•
doctor to examine my eyes at once, then induced an optician to grind new lenses!
With his help I soon had a new car and was on my way. my
Hartford Automobile Insurance paid the boss on my old car
and also covered my doctors' bills. This experience showed
me the importance of good agency insurance service, when
you really need help! That's when you find out that the
cost of your policy isn't as important as what it gives you
in service -- the considerate all-ont kind I received from
that Hartford agent.

aawa

a
awo•

as give

you

Jawaharlal Nehru, India'. prime minister, releases a
white "peace pigeon" during reception in his honor, given in
New Delhi by school children
to mark Nehru's 66th birthday.
This pigeon was followed by
05 others, one for each year of
(international)
his Ufa.
s

•

detaika

95 Drive-In
SUNDAY and MONDAY
"SEVE11,BRIDES FOR
SEVEN' BROTHERS"
in Cinemaacope
with Jane Powell and
Howard Keel

.00
1.1. ..*

,

Phone 601

Murray, Ky.

1411101D ACCIMINT esa DSSNKITT Calriler — animas. comendOr
_

for the season
on Monday nite, Nov. 29,
1954.

-ea

00

New Four-Door Sedan Custom, as
one of toe net, 1055 Rambler models.

America's Smartest Car
for Town and Travel
•
American Motors Moans Moro for Armoric- an•

SEE IT TODAY
AT ALL NerAh. DEALERS • AT ALL

PARKER

HUDSON

DEALERS

MOTORS

Murray 373

THE MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY
• Closing

P.O. Box 268

New Prices
Now the Lowest
In America!
0 -•
THE torp:s
f;s°1

00 •

PANDIT

As this true story emphasises, you can gain valuable advantages by insesring your car with this Hartford agency. Through Hartford protection
you can count on quick, dependable &masteries in time of trouble from our
office and from nearly 10,000 other Hartford atencies barked by more than

Oo claim offices from coast to coast. Let

"ressumer......„

rossa ountry.

7th at Main
Wall Disney nor •

Murray,KIT:

•,

r

eest

new family entertainment

by Nash dealers and Hudson deo:Acts. Sc,. your na e staler-

ts e• und channel.

A

'

•
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Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1150-W

North Murray Club
.1leets In Hoine Of
Urs. Green Wilson

Club:News Activitie
Weddings Locals

By JANE BAIRD
Like so many other city people
with a rural background we've always wanted to get back to that
good country living ,we remembered
as youngsters. So when the real estate- man said he had found just the
"old farm house" for our family we
didn't hesitate. But with the down

tric and Liquefled Petroleum Cat
Ranges, Refrigerators and Wine'
Heaters." It's based, in part, on the
results of tests conducted with corn.
parable electric and -bottled gas
water heaters of 66 and 30-gallon
storage capacities, respectively.
Three engineering studies were
conducted, with each based on a

Mr and Mrs. J. R Story and t.ici
week in Texare vacationing
They 41-e „visaing his sister,
Mrs. Bobby Johnson and tamily.
• • • •

1

Pilond.0 . Nos rarities al
la.parth.
The Creaave A
f the Murray Woman's Club aa':
.- eet at thc club haus, a; •two
ack.

.111111111111111111111MININ
'
of Victor Rotchild,
RUA ACTRESS Vera-Ellen flies into the arms
a. shortly after they were married In a candlelight•
wealthy .
North Hollywood. Calif.
ceremony a' St. Paul's Lutheran Church.
for joy as the teremdny
The motion picture dancing star cried
in Palm Springs,
elided. The couple will spend a short honeymoon
in Mexican waters.
Calif.. before embarking on a yacht for a cruise

coLoa
ii s

ROC GAMILM:1114
JOANN( 000
JONst intik/tarn

.$1iss Sharon 1:401son
Honored .it Party
On Filth Birthday

The junior raga
cmerieacierS,
accompanied by Mr W. ft. Moser,
attended a cheerreaVg clinic in
Bowling (hem Kentucky on the
Western College campus They left
on Saturday morning. September
26. and arrived there ateiut 12.90
e is a siew of electric and I.P gas aster healers undergoing
pm. After registering they looked
tdditn
teats at Agriruhural Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland.
over the campus The tirs• session
began at I:00 p no, in the college
Now d.fferent dravsoff schedule. In each
auditorium. The two hundred cheer payment came the awakening
and &II- case, according to the Technical
carpenters
part-time
%vete
leaders were welcomed re; officials
Bulletin, electric water heaters
tarne planners.
bottled
of the college. Eight speakers preOf course; we wouldn't destroy any proved more efficient than
sented subjects about the college et the charm of our home for any- gas water heaters by ratios ranging
was
Th.;
1.
to
2
to
and cheerleadtng One of the main thing. But that pot stove to heat Irons 1.62 to 1
'electric water heaters respeakers was a college basketball water must go. And what to do— because
the water, with quired fewer heat units (Btu) to
..player who told some of nrs and how to heat
electrictty or bottled gas. is a stick- heat water than did the bottled gas
experiences as a player. The ses- ler. At least it was until we react water heaters.
sion ended with the Western Cheer • bulletin published by the Bureau
Then we did a little figuring on
leaders demonstrating seerral yells. of Human Nutrition and-Home Eco- our own. Our Information showed
Department of that we would need 1.340 gallons of
The night session consisted of all nomics of the
the hot water every 30 days. Even if
learn.rig some Agriculture. This Bureau, by
cneerleaders
the
had its name changed we heated that amount to 100 derecently
way,
new yells on the footbai!
incoming water
to Housing and Equipment Section grees above the
The junior high cheerieiders aae of the Home Economics .Research temperature—a test requirement but.
not necessary for many household
Kay Parker, Carolyn Wallis. De- Branch.
proved
The booklet Is entitled "Technical tasks—electric water heaters
tura 1'o•Ing. Sara Jane Jones, Pal
bottled gas %sates
Bulletin Na. 1073—Comparaave Utili- more efficient than
Seale and HUrt.ita
of 1 9 to 1.
zation of Energy by Household Elec- heaters by a ratio
Frame Marra, High Tiger
411111PIMIPPIPIr

Mrs. Anderson- Has
Cliare Of-PrograinFor WSCS Meet

The Woman's Society aa Chratian Service of On Haw I Methodist Churen held its reveal. me :.r.g Wednesday afternoon at two:
thuly &cinch at the creiach.
Mra Claude Anderson pragran
lay
leader for the afternoon. aave th
ra p z
User.., were played
clever:am. Mrs Robert Tayloe led
w.ar by Ste% e M.t."•
acre
mayer
Culann and R caay Razia
The Fr ,grar on the :turtle.
was preserael
dale Many lovely gifts we:a.• -t- Hear Thy Voice
Da.ntv by Mrs Anderson MrsaJahn Desl,
ce.ved by .the hoaarre
the Mrs
carry.-11 Out
N.
' ack. Mrs D
retries:secants
W
p.nk and %rate c. lar ac erne wt:-.• White. and Mrs Melton Marshall.
The purpose nf the program was
sersr.1. •
preseat were Cy atm. nd
give ta the rr.ernber: of the
en. WSLS glimpses of wiak now
. s 34i:car:I. Darr«.
Ste,
a-d
H ;Or"'
1:CIC
br ma done al ladia ana Pakistan
. uari.
W.-nnar.'S D:‘,sion 01
tat'
Its is. Meaty Rayeria,e R
Cur. aaa
K • e
S•re:re.
• •
34:s , Robert faylor. Chairm 71.
ss
the fleeting and hale'
T• • attena sa., a I ,s
buSno,s sesenuti at the
.•
.1. e 34 tcae:I. M -s Ca. 1 C.
Ander!. tne arsgrsrn M
- NI 'Ai H pk Ty. M:• %Ca
al.
the
ciusel
Raipn R-td, •I. 3,1
a. MT. St rk • C
taisa• C
•
r,6
Mrs
tte hastassea
•
oral Mn sSno S.

Senior Activities

Are Many
At a recent Cass mcrt rag the
seniors voted not to have the
annual Halloween Carnival, as the
college homecoming conflicted with
the date of the carnival. After
consulting higher officials on this
matter, it was decided that the
carnival could be held on the
twenty-sixth of October.
On the nineteenth of October.
one week before the date of the
carnival,. a meeting was called to
decide on booths .ind tna people
to work these booths. Some or
the booths were lishiag, rifleshooting, apple dunking basketball
shoot, house-OS-horror. crary house
cake walk, penny-pitch, slid many
others.
The class was also informed cd

•

On the twenty-sixth of. October
the senior ,class was told that
over eight hundred dollars W 14
made on the Halloween Carraval
which pleased every senior. Also
during this week all club pictures
were made for Inc annual. On
the Saturday of college hernetotnInc Oct. 30, a bake sale was held
and was a big success
The next main event earning up
Is the day theasernor tings will
l'hey are !imposer: to arrive after Thanksgiving an th ire
will be plenty of exciten rot ahead
for the seniors.
From
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Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With Oxygen
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
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ROOMS FOR PERMANENT GUESTS
Maid Service

See Rooms At

Be sure to test out
the phenomenal effect of
"variable pitch propellers"
In Dynaflow Drive!

amn4411Milm.s.

"

Perfume That Clings
l'enriL
I trim': perfume, hat for some r.-...on or other
. its fraeranre just doe, not
me I shave told •,,,,fr al al my
ne.s pet tort.e.
friends th it I a silt
hat first I maxi find out abort a
tt
lasting sane—Me'.

Second,they can stretch their gasoline
by setting propeller blades at just the
right "pitch" for cruising.
So Buick engineers asked themselves
—"If you can do it with air, why can't
you do it with oil—the oil inside a
Dynaflow Drive?"
And to make a long story short—they
could, and they did.

All you do is push the accelerator
pedal the last half-inch beyond the full
throttle position—and a-way you go!
Of course,there's a lot more to make
a visit to our showrooms the "must"
of the new-car year.
There's a step-up in styling as sensetitnal as the step-up in power.
And the step-up in horsepower is this:
236 in the RoAhst kSTFR, SuPFR and
CENTURY— 188 in the SPECIAI .

Ay BE — among the upcoming
—
m
crop of new 1955 neels
there's another car with an advance
that can hold a candle to this one..
•
r
But*e doubt it. We doubt it because
They engineered the propeller -lie
—among the rumors of is-hat's cooking 'blades inside the "stator" of - a
But the thrill of the year is Buiek's
in automotive laboratories — there's
Dynaflow Drive so they can change
latest engineering "first"—and what
nothing to compare with what's' actutheir pitch as much as 75 degrees.
it does for the men
ally- happened at Buick.
one
provides
That
or woman' who
Pay-off on progress!
setting for moreIt all started with the fact that
drives the latest and
Buicks today go a lot forther on a
mires-per-gallon,
modern air liners get two big advangreatest Dynaflow
gallon of gas, thanks to constant
in
and
Dynaflow
and another for an
tages because they can change the
in
nt
improveme
Drive.
engine design. Even the new 236-hp
instant safety-surge
pitch of their propellers.
miles
S fa chicIII C/4 Rn4J4ict't/f.
*
more
ROADMASTER averages-4 8
noes ;Oil on °lane
narevial
it's
when
of
pilwer
years ago.
six
of
Buicks
than
gallon
per
hundreds
ground
First,they 41:1 off the
needed.
of feet sooner than they used to.
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'Thrill of the year is ABUICKr
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Exclusive Dealer For
SPODE CHINA

Furelie6; jewelry
phon,

South 4th Str.••'.
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607 to 609 Maple St.

Srott Walvreen Drug
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tha date whenearn Would have
his aerator picture made. and each
senior had his pictures made.

Colson.
Saa
Little"
daughter of Mr ana Mrs Orval
.aoisort, was nanorrd a an a pa.a.y
ri
Tuesday. h•aiaernbs..7 16
.siebration of •ner bath bit-al-

Mr.. Mrs. Mehrgin

$5.00 Weekly
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vs..

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

At!

THE MOST
FABULOUS
CHAPTER
IN THE
HISTORY OF
THE WEST!

sr-

Cheerleaders
Attend Clinic

ireatilt

Saturday (only)

1

--Mr, and Mrs. J. W. Porheen asia
sons John David. are spending the
Thanksgiving holidays with i;heir
parents.
• • • •

Mrs Greene 0 WASur opened
'
home on the Lyan Grove
Mad ton the meeting of the North
A.urray Hamemakers Club hesd
November 12. at .sne-taairty
. clock in the afternoon.
The main lesson on the subject
Worn aa s Su.ts
To Buy
low
.II Co..ts , was very .34 g:ren
ay Mrs. Ruth Brown. Many onartant points to loak far whoa
archasang a stht or a. at were
-ascusaed by Mrs Brown
Mrs. Zeffie Woods gave the
Mrs
evotIon and :ed in p:a J. Hoffman condutted • the reCharlie
sreaUssnai period. Mrs
„I:nits-ford, president, pres dad at
:be -meeting. and during Die builless sesa,on, the tiub voted to
-pve five dollars to the Red, Cross
.oh the Fort Campbell hospital
aatients.
The hostesses servel . dess
xrurse to. tne :v. el tr a al!sera

- Social Calendar -

Old Method of HeatiriiWater Gives
Way as Electricity Comes to Farm

Personals

VERA-ELLEN WEDS RICH OILMAN

'NW '411,•411-.4.4r•-•••-
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dictates from each grade had perP• ECIAL EQUIPMENT Al TURformed on the stage, thi etude.i - s
gr.nd
Coldwater
ners in
Farley, seven n:
voted. Sernead
crankshaft, ill all cats w...hout
Pat Heal0 and Sara Jane Jones.
movie, engine. with a new guareighth; Kay Parker. Car( tyn Vtalrepaired,
bloats
inte --Bursted
its, and Debra Young. nieth: were
cylinders rebored -nd ecds aligned-I have the 1-rgest auto mathe girls elected. These girls will
in Calloelib County
ett.L.e
make fine cheerleaders Arid they
You will save money by seeing
hope they will have Ulf_ support
me. Truman Turner in Co.dwater
of the entire s.:hool. 1...0 us, the
T..
to
fro
elioose
names
[...mous
n2lle
students, give them tn., support .
.was
*,
Timm's
today
ber
in
we
ite
or
Come
'1 uesclay. Septem
and wish them "(bood
Music Department, Umoi, City,
oughty important day tor sonic
From Murray /Ugh Titer
On,
n26c SINGER' SEW.NG
Tenn. Phone 1100.
MACHINE "mignty' tine young l,Cues.
r
— !e'er this Tuesday afternoon tneidun
fittEra:,
representatiee • in
IF YOU WANT TO RENT A Sales. Service.
cantle, High Cheerleaders were elected
.
:
Nepal
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wristung ma:hill, for au cdys, cIl Leon Hall, 1411 Popia: phi-it the
can
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M. G. Rich.:rci
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FOR SALE: NEW TIRES. NEVER Commercial
NOTICE
moutited. Two 7.60 x 15 and four side square. Murray. eh,,ne 14119
470,
6.40 x 15. Priced to sell. Rue or 1073.
n27e
Overbey, 1630 Fartter
PIANO CHRISTMAS CLUB: 510
FOR SALE: 1961 OLDSMOBILE
reivrve the piano of y -,tir
_
- ancreem riteetrce-stovee-lequsre-ia,
elivery lust before
CHAO;
choice for
Wilson's or Otis Wilson'e, FOR SALE.MAPLE HIGH
Bill
on 2 galvan.zee
ck,nvem, tit
our
on
mas
Christ
Route 3, He eel. before Satirrd iy. in good conditi
4 ROOM APARTn26p steel tubs on stand, t.:acticallv FOR RENT:
Christnias Club Piano pl.in. Many
private
and
e
entranc
Private
ment.
n27p
.
- --new. Phone 1939:
Cal: -furnish. U.
Utilities
— - - bath.
FOR SALE: PRACTICALLY NEW
NANCY
n27c
642W
No.
ne
On
telepho
Duo-Therm fuel oil heater.
FOR SALE: CLEAN 194) Pontei.W. C. Haves Home
half price
owner est'. Exceilent coeOne
6.
prione 547-J. Office phone 1012
Goldie Curd is note North FOR RENT: 4 ROOM A! t WITH
n27e dation,
n24;,
of Murray. Benton Road.
Wired for el..:cteic se Ate.
bath
'
1/=>
.25 a month. Ph.ii ai 1340111. n292
FOR SALE 300 BALK); STRAW
HELLO,
RED
and Jap hay, heavy Mei.: Pre,:e.
OFFE
S
VICE
ER
NANCY)
to sell. Cotton Howard, J. s.).
FURNISHED APT.
FOR RENT:,
n27p
Howard, Stella.
PAILITLS
RID YLP. H 110.hip
furtiace heat, private bath at 304
,
FOR SALE: 5 PIECES BEDROOM anci insects. Exp,•rt turk. CaU
So. 41h St. See Mrs. B. r'. Berry
ng
c. includi
bel 441 or see Sam Kelley
s "%Ile
n'29c
e30.IS
e:'' lr'i
300 So 4th
complete and dresser. All
.01:rail and
IIER p
Bettie Overbey. HBO Tanner 1.27p WELLS-WRAT
-

F*SAL

FOR RENT—7

Classifieds

HEY---WHO IS
THAT I HEAR

RUNNING

2

ME -- OUR
FURNACE
IS OUT
OF ORDER

---AND I HAVE TO KEEP
MOVING TO STAY WARM

A

•1 7-

-nlageb,

FIREMEN TO HELP SAVE CHILDREN FROM DYSTROPHY

0 o
i es. s, .0.000 0.0000. 4.414.e,
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BOTH THE SAME
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No. 55'

ar Dys.1,en are getting ready to do. collect for the Muscul
TI41 5IGN tells you what. Cleveland ti
a lot of help offers. it seems, from young Would-be firegetting
they're
and
26,
Nov.
fund
trophy
(...tpt. Michael J. Madden, Dr Paul Vignos (of Western
men hanging on that equipment From left.
muscular dystrophy clinic, which has • grant for research),
the
of
charge
in
and
lty,
urevera
e
Reserv
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By Al Capp

ABNER

ARE YOU SURE
YOU'RE ALL
RIGHT, DEAR?

SHECKS —ALL AH
LOST IN THETACCIDENT
WERE A COUPLA
STRANDS 0'
I-4Al R.F.T NOTHIN'
VALOOBLE.

0e

NO,'/R HONORBUT, I ONCE ei-rouND
ONE CCULDNT SELL
IT-50, I USED IT TO
BOIL SOUP IN.

NOT 144L.C.44,8LE 70 )04/,
TINY-ffilfr VERY l0110415LE
TO 71110 SCIENTIFICGENIZENEN LET'S LOOK/NOV ME
POLICE EXAMINER WHO
PICKED ZIP THE FIRST
STRAND OFHAIR
- 4
—
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SO HELP ME,I
NEVER PLAYED NO
VIOLIN BEFORE IN
ME LIFE.T

THAT MUSIC-IT'S THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL THING I'VE EVER
HEARD!!- I'LL BUY vOu A

GOODIP-PLAY
Fri! You DON'T
HAVE 10 KNOW
ANY TUNE. JUST
SAW AWAY-

NEW CAR,BovS.1-so8.r- SORRY I WRECKED
YOURS,'?'-

THESAME/AVANT-IN 17IECairlit20*
I SENTENCE YOU TO
% -

'4

THAT MUSIC -IT MELTS St
My HEART-GO HOME,MY
FRIEND, THE COURT
FORGIVES YOU
cs"

Raeburn Van Buren

ABB IE an' SLATS
HUH'? OH, NO...
JUST WONDERED

IF THE JENKS
CLAN HAD
ARRIVED.

AND SLATS KNOCKED
YOU DOWN, AND THEN
BRUTALLY ATTACKED YOU
WITH A HEAVY
THAT'S
BRANCH?
ABOUT THE SIZE
OF IT, MR. MSTRiCT ATTORNEY.

YoU KEEP 'ER EYES
STRAIGHT AHEAD
0'YOU, LAURY JENKS.
YOU UNDERSTAND?

VOU GOIN' T' LET
HIM GET AWAY
WITH THAT LIE,

GRANT ?

KEEP YOUR
SHIRT ON,SLATS.
OUR TURN AT

BAT IS COMING
UP

\--

GRANT HAS BEEN QUESTIONING THE
WITNESS FOR TWENTY MINUTES...
YOU CLAIM YOUR.
INTENTIONS TOWARDS
THE DEFENDANT,
SLATS SCRAPPLE,
WERE ENTIRELY
PEACEF L, MR.
JENKS?

HE STARTED
IT-AND NONE
0' YER FANCY

SUDDiNLY, GRANT LEE $TOPS ^
TALKING... HE LIFTS HIS HEAD AS
THOUGH LISTENING TO SOME DISTANT
SOUND...

•10.'.' IT C 't HAPPFN 7W1,41
T 0'AIL TNECE
NOW-/N
pze abv 'H/.5 F7,415r
Foz,v5
CA5E.7 PLEASE..PWEASE
_
PON'T LET ir
NAPPEIV

QUESTIONS
IS GOIN'
T' CHANGE
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which expand ea duang 11/53„ind a smaller
propoition of textiles ard lumber
which experienced relatively little
.
change.

Government wages and salaries
and other government payments.
including socol security. Veterans'
benefits, and interest •Paemller %.
also increased , more -rapidly en
the 'region 15 4 percent) than, inn
the nation (5.1 percent) or the
4,,trthea.4 14 8 percent) Contriet
cnnstructein income increased by
a much more rapid rate in the
4 15.0 percent) than in the
region
nation (41 percent) or the southeast (2.4 percent). The region's
position was due largely to lure.
increases In the Atomki Enerre
Commission construction payrolls
Some Income payments increased
at Oak Ridge.
61 percent in the Valler reron.
57 percent in the nation, and 5.1
TVA said that trade ace, service
percent in the southeast. The 11 income growth in the reeton (4,9
souttulastein Mates inclueed are percent, lagged behind the -naAlabama. Arkansas, Florida, Geor- tional )e 9 percents :did the southrates Of
gia, Kentucky. Louisiana. Miseiss eastern 18.13 percentl
sip(i, North Carolina. South Car
growth. The report adds that Oh.
,
Ii' a. Tenaessese, and
region's late of growth In trale
TVA said that the region'; - 101a I arid service zncorue. Was only
ranking was accounted for by I sluthtly below that of other southlarger gains in manufacturing and eastern states with the exqeptIon
mstruetion incomes at d more of Florida.
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eate decline in arrth
:
m
;4:
ereahed 11.11 percent natidanally and
me per c.)oata irevehe rose 3.4 pireent In the SOUVIer151.
soine4vhat "faster in :he neeinn (lined only ane percent in the resaid. leer...as...1 lobate.)
(4 3 pervert), than in thi nation gion.
i4 0 parcent). On the southeast .1 prices and a lieger than atterage
i2 8 percent I.. Manufae.uring in- I coPOTI crop fevered the .Tentleille
come also grew at a mere rapid , Valley region over other
Mining income - decanet 'by O.i
rate in the region 111.3 percent!.
than in the n..tion '105 peleentl. percent in the regien. etile i•
irieleased by 2 percent in ;he nein. the southeast 19.2 percent).
The report states that manure"- lion. and the weitheast. TVA said
taring income fireW at a faster this was due tr. the increesed proard met!!",
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larger pi oportion of metals and m regions other than the Valley.
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Tennessee - Valley region Mari lig
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outlet:ft lie. in the Tennessee Valley pr in the area served by TVA
power outside the Vallee The re•
ports TVA said, is beefed on Department of Commerce data en
'•
state income payments
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CONTRIBUTES TO MARCH OF DIMES

JEWELERS

SHOPPING DAYS
'Til
CHRISTMAS

The Defense Rests

NEARING AID
only slIGO co•np,•••
awe .40(11 •••••eid
If someone close to you
needs a hearing aid, yet
has hesitated to buy one,
what finer, more practical
Chrotmaa gift could there
he titan a tiny. jewel-like
Zenith Royal.M It•s easy
to wear ... ea adr ro adjust
...and so easy for you to
Ii.. e'
SPICIAL
TRIAL •PPIII
Be/ fh• ea to,a get Wore
Chestews-whene•o• meet
eon...ewe rim retisittnt

Corivenlent
Uwe

alumnus'

mutt b

slitished ci

ACTRIESS MEN HATES, a leading volunteer In the fight agalnst polio,
makes a contribution to Mary Koeloska 1955 March of Dimes Poster
Girl, at Miss Hayes' home in Nyack, N Y. Mary was stricken with
months and has never taken a step without
polio at the age of
tbs aid of crutches and braces provided by the March of Dimes.
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ronciecr•ow steer
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performance
never before
possible with
regular grade
gasoline
t•

New Shell Gasoline, teggar grade,
contains TCP-Shell-devekped additive
that steps the greatest coluleof;',
power waste

HARTFORD. Cann le - Dr
James L Corthouts faun? a way
no beat the -children-on-the-tele.
phone' problem he ordered an exnra phone and had it listed under
'Corthnits Children"' The clad.'
tren pay for it out if the'r
.eces There are tett• r irthen
youngsters.
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States in whieh tVA lakes are
end brings
for this prevencreasingI y talon health movevent
loc ated
ni AY function of
Sif atc}
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i2' s
infulrov
alcoholism will be started no k
lion
the lead in making fish population
or mind but ,produces a wide
cix soon. is ,pieneer spegiall,st in, pre- body
studies on 15 lakes in the
variety of personal and social Inveniive medicine predicted.'
Kentucky. Tennesee,
states of
feetointies, deteriorations and eaHaven. Ehersbe, Ole or tins
tasrophies," Emerson said.
North Carolina. Alabama, Miss'- , Or.
founders of many national health
ssippi, and Georgia.
is
movements, said. that alcoholism
He told the annual meeting or
Both the states and TVA Led
the only prevertteble mass disease the American Business Men's Rethat because the states get the
search Foundation Tuesday that
-brneLitt• that rime thruugh greater
alcoholism can never be lessaned
elret14
toini
thrtuth
m44e
re.reatienal ue of the lakes. *tare :beet
1)); treating the alcoholic.
arei
wu:klers
TVA
leadership in recreational !natters of .371-ak- and
"Lit %List,,, bie, prevented by an
is vital. It has long been TVA's , Fontana. Parksville, Douglas. Cherlahwabiatndratthherat
:th titan 4 bkee. Chickamauga, Chstste4 4 HIpolicy to minimum*
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, Wheeler, and GulerrA at
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Now m(*oristo who use regular grach
fuels can enjoy performance never possible before.
TCP', first introduced in Shell
Premiciasoline exclusively, has now
been blended isito Shell ()awhile replar grade). ,
AB a result, engine& designed to operate on regular gasoline can benefit two
ways. First, TCP additive "fireproofs"
-ombustion chAmber depoeito,..effecively controlling pre-ignition Secosd,
iy changing the deposits on the spark

plugs 46 -.A0,1

Ott

elsetrielty,

'PCP additivii GLOS. sliting. Each
allot plug fires as it aboild, priyenting
waste of power and fuel.
By correcting these engine troubles,
ar grade) with
Shell Gaeoliitif
in acceleration
TO)Woks*
operation anc
sinoOoliness of
in mileage
Since engine deposits form con•
stantly, ciptisued use of Shell Gasoline
addltiveis eseenthil tcOetoin
with
t& Now St all Shell OVUM

money eel! be iaa„,a,e
iineenties ue to 10 0a•s
....hattoils.
she, c

SA.'bon 1:
5,ae GUI915
v4.CAU

Halford Rhodes
Murray Route 6

RELAXING at end of •court session. William J. Corrigan, chief
defenae counsel In the Dr. Samuel Sheppard murder tidal in
Cleveland, ponders • reporter's
thaternationaU
question.

Phone 268-R
,PASY TIME-PAYMENT PLAN
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Attention Grain Growers ;
Available Today

Effective November 29th we will not
receive corn after 5 o.m. Monday thru
Friday or after 12 a.m. on Saturday.

Grain Co.
110‘s
Mayfield Milling Co.

AT
Your Neighborhood Shell Station
Served Locally By

i i

e

Mayfield, Ky.
A

as

a

. „rag his country.
FRENCH PREMIER Pierre Mendes-France,
Vaccaro, president of
teen tp drink more milk, and Ernest "Tony"
other with glasses
the National Press Club In Washington. toast each
Mme. alencics- „
of rri:lk at club luncheon for the Premier. Below,
ed
Quir,
Franre(center)ta lks with remitters at the French Embassz.
luncheon-wlh
on the milk-versus-wine issue which preceded a herself
bit ham
thampagne-she said she u?ed to drink milk
Sound;Airato)
'stopped because I beatd it is fattening."(lidernationcl

Kentucky Lake Oil Co
New Concord Road at City Limits
Phone 152-J

